
ATTN: Michiel Fransen
Head of Standards and Science
Aquaculture Stewardship Council
consultation@asc-aqua.org

Dear Mr. Fransen,

Re: ASC Farm Standard Public Consultation V, Criterion 2.17 Intermediate Sites

As stakeholders to the ASC, and the industry it seeks to certify, we are formally submitting
our comments and concerns regarding ASC Farm Standard’s proposed compliance and
verification requirements for the “pre-growout phase” under Criterion 2.17 - Hatcheries
and Intermediate Sites.

 
We welcome the ASC addressing the issue of intermediary farms.

Currently the ASC “farmed responsibly” label on a farmed salmon product gives the
impression to consumers that the salmon was “farmed responsibly” from hatchery to
harvest. However, in actuality, an ASC-labelled salmon is likely to have met the ASC
standard for only some of its production cycle: the hatchery and final growout farm stages.
From a consumer perspective, this could be viewed as misleading. 

The ASC’s 2017 decision to exclude intermediary farms from compliance contravened the
original intent of the Salmon Standard to “minimize or eliminate the social and
environmental impacts” associated with a farmed salmon’s production cycle. In practice,
more than a year of a farmed salmon’s production cycle can be left unassessed for
environmental and social impacts against the ASC standard. This places a risk that
irresponsible farming practices have gone unnoticed under the guise of ASC’s “farmed
responsibly” label. 

We appreciate ASC has taken steps to reinstate this intent by requiring that the complete
production cycle must comply with the new Farm Standard. This will help to eliminate
gaps where irresponsible practices could be currently missed and still sold under the ASC
label, as well as help to meet consumer expectations that the ASC label sustainability claim
of “responsibly farmed” is applicable from egg to harvest – not just some of the cycle time.

However, any gains made by reinstating the intent are likely to be undermined by ASC’s
proposal to have the Unit of Certification (i.e. the growout farm applying for certification)
internally audit their “suppliers” for standard compliance, instead of having third-party
conformity assessment bodies (CABs) undertake the audit.  
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As growout salmon farms are typically owned by the same company that also owns and
operates the hatchery and early net pen sites, this will result in companies auditing
themselves for ASC compliance for a substantial portion of the production cycle (from 12
to 30 months out of a 36~ month farmed salmon production cycle).

Any ‘fox guarding the henhouse’ scenarios have no place in credible certifications.

As ASC is an ISEAL member, consumers should be able to trust that ASC is meeting
ISEAL’s Credibility Principle of Impartiality: 

“A credible sustainability system identifies and avoids or mitigates conflicts of interest
throughout its governance and operations, particularly when it comes to assessing its users’

performance”. 

In addition, ASC should comply with ISEAL’s Assurance Code of Good Practice, which
states under “Rigour and Impartiality” that:

“Independent assessment is a necessary component of schemes that allow public claims of
compliance. Third party, independent, accredited certification is the most credible form of

assessment.”

We also point out that ASC’s lack of third-party auditing of pre-growout farm sites could
be seen as a program weakness in comparison to its main competitor, the Best
Aquaculture Practices (BAP). In addition to their Salmon Farm Standard for final growout
farms, the BAP certification oversees a Finfish, Crustacean and Mullosk Hatcheries and
Nurseries certification standard for pre-growout sites. This means under the BAP
standards and process, the farming cycle from hatchery to harvest is audited by
independent auditors.

The proposal to have the final growout site internally audit pre-growout “suppliers” for
compliance with the standard – including those “suppliers” that are the very same
company that owns the final growout – is unacceptable and a credibility risk for the ASC,
as the auditing process lacks impartiality and independent oversight.  

We strongly urge the ASC to amend its proposal for Criterion 2.17 to stipulate that ASC
compliance for the complete production cycle must be verified by third-party accredited
conformity assessment bodies, in line with ASC’s ISEAL obligations. 

Signed,
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Tamara Ojeda Uribe, Agrupación turística, cultural y medioambiental Mar y Tierra

Dr. Stephen Sutton, Head of OUTreach & engagement, Atlantic Salmon Federation

ADrian meder, sustainable seafood program manager, Australian marine
conservation society 

Bec Howarth, Marine and fish farms campaigner, bob brown foundation

bonny glambeck, campaigns director, Clayoquot Action Society

Dr. Krzysztof wojtas, head of fish policy, Compassion in World Farming 
& RETHINK FISH CAMPAIGN

Matthew abbott, fundy baykeeper, Conservation Council of New Brunswick
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Kilian stehfest, marine conservation specialist, David Suzuki Foundation

 Juan Carlos Viveros, Director ejecutivo, Defendamos Chiloé

simon Ryder-Burbidge, marine campaign coordinator,  Ecology Action Centre

jilly middleton, lead marine campaigner, Environment Tasmania

lucero gonzalez, biodiversity campaigner, Georgia Strait Alliance 

sarah king, head of oceans & plastics campaign, Greenpeace Canada

brian muldoon, president, Healthy Bays Network

corin smith, founder, Inside Scottish Salmon Feedlots

gerard castles, Killora Community Association
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Karen Wristen, executive director, Living Oceans Society

Beverley Doole, Marlborough Environment Centre

Max bello, Global Ocean Policy Advisor, Mission Blue

mark sherwood, executive director, Native Fish Society

mark butler, senior advisor, Nature Canada

Peter george, president, Neighbours of Fish Farming

gary spencer, chair, habitat and aquaculture committee, New Brunswick Salmon
Council Inc

Elvar Fridriksson, program director, north Atlantic Salmon Fund
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 Aaron Kinnari , head of growth, Only One

alexandra morton, independent biologist, Pacific Coast Wild Salmon Society

micheal long, director of operations, Parley for the Oceans

martina sasso, Coordinadora del Programa Marino, Rewilding Argentina
Foundation

Andrew Graham-Stewart, Director , Salmon and Trout Conservation Scotland

dr. lisa-ann gershwin, research scientist, Salmon Reform Alliance

kelly roebuck, living oceans representative, SeaChoice

Diego Jiménez, director, impact media, Sea Legacy

julia hill, project coordinator, SkeenaWild Conservation Trust
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trish baily, vice chair, Tasmanian Alliance for Marine Protection

peter mcglone, ceo, Tasmanian Conservation Trust

trish baily, representative, Tasman Peninsula Marine Protection

christine coughanowr, independent scientist, 
Tasmanian Independent Science Council

stan proboszcz, science & campaign advisor, Watershed Watch Salmon Society

kurt beardslee, executive director, Wildfish Conservancy

corin smith, owner & guide, Wild Rise Company

TONY allard, chair, wild salmon forever & wild first
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Attachment - Survey Questionnaire Submission

Q. *By filling in this survey, I agree with my responses being made public. Your responses won't 
be attributed to your name or the name of your organisation. If you choose NO, the survey will be 
terminated and you won't be able to complete this survey.
Yes/No

Q. *Name: See Signatories
Q. *Organisation name: See Signatories
Q. *Type of affiliation: Civil society groups

Criterion 2.17 - Hatcheries and Intermediate Sites
Q. ASC aims to address the impact of pre-Grow Out sites (e.g. hatcheries) using the same indicators as 
for Grow Out sites. Do you agree this aim is feasible?

Answer options: X strongly agree – agree – neutral – disagree – strongly disagree + don’t know / 
no opinion
 
Q. Which option do you prefer to verify compliance of the pre-Grow Out sites?

Option 1: on-site inspections of the pre-Grow Out sites by a qualified internal auditor from the 
Unit of Certification (UoC), using the ASC inspection template, reviewed by the Conformity 
Assessment Body (CAB) during the UoC audit with spot-checks as necessary by third-party 
auditors of intermediate sites in salmon production
Option 2: on-site audits by third party Conformity Assessment Body (CAB) auditors or by UoC 
auditors with equivalent qualifications
X Other - please specify: On-site audits by an accredited third-party Conformity Assessment 
Body (CAB).  

Q. This proposal separates production into “pre-growout” and “growout”, with the growout phase 
comprising the site of audit, or the Unit of Assessment (UoA). For finfish, the “pre-growout” phase 
will include any sites used prior to the harvest site (e.g. hatchery site, intermediate site or holding 
site). Shrimp will include any production units holding shrimp from PL25 onwards. Abalone and 
bivalve will include any sites from the point of translocation onwards. 

Do you agree these definitions adequately cover the sites used and potential impacts as intended?
 
Answer options: strongly agree – X agree – neutral – disagree – strongly disagree + don’t know / 
no opinion

Comment: Broodstock sites should be included in the “pre-grow out” phase. Including 
broodstock sites, would change our answer to strongly agree.

General Comments:
See Letter.


